MASTER THESIS IN MNEMONIC

Collaboration with a market leader within security – what’s not to like?
What can we offer?

Mentoring, guidance and supervision

- Our employees are highly skilled within the entire spectrum of information security, with extensive experience from hands-on infosec practice over many years.
- Access to data and practices within infosec
- Risk & Compliance
- Pentesting
- Incident response
- Monitoring and detection
- Logging
- Appliances
- Reverse engineering
- Etc.
Supervision by a mnemonic employee

**How does it work?**

- We will find an employee with competency within your thesis topic (if available)

- The employee will supervise on information security content, not academic thesis requirements

- The mnemonic supervisor will do this on his/her spare time

- The supervisor will collaborate with the main supervisor from UiO
What do we require?

**A defined and specific topic for your thesis**

... and motivation, of course.

We also require that **YOU** find and agree with a UiO supervisor to get your topic and thesis approved.

We would need contact information to all of your supervisors.
Contact information

What should your request contain?

• Defined and specified topic for your thesis

• Information about your main academic supervisor

• If you are a part time student with us already

• Mail to:
  • siri@mnemonic.no
  • mortenkw@ifi.uio.no